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Assent Modular 

Assent is the most comprehensive modular reception range available. With numerous
base units in various shapes and sizes, Assent can be planned in endless
configurations to suit your reception requirements.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

Rectangular Units

Radial Units

Rectangular units can be manufactured to
have multiple people working at with
plenty of room. 

Executive glass shelves & kick plates can
be added to prevent tampering.

Radiused units manufactured at various
angles to allow for a more sweeping

configuration.
Curved units are ideal for a single person
reception incorporating an office wall for

privacy.
Two tone receptions can be created by

adding a contrasting modesty panel finish.
4 sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222



Finesse is the latest addition to our modular reception counter offering. Available in a
choice of 3 heights to offer added privacy where required. Choose from a selection

of décor panel styles to customise your reception from our comprehensive colour
palette.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

F1-C F1-F F1-O

F1-2O F1-D F3-T

The modular design allows for multiple sizes and
configurations of receptions

finesse modular

sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222 5
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YB Compact YB1 YB1-L YB1-R

YB2-L YB2-R YB2 YC Compact

YC1 YC1-L YC1-R YC2-L

YC2-R YC2

Eclypse

The ever popular Eclypse reception desk range has been one of the mainstays of the
Evolution range for many years. Its flexibility, when selecting a finish that,
compliments your environment will ensure that the first impression you give will be a
positive and lasting one.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222
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TB Compact TB1 TB1-L TB1-R

TB2-L TB2-R TB2

TC Compact TC1 TC1-L TC1-R

TC2-L TC2-R TC2

A bold reception piece that offers plenty of open space behind the desk, while
maintaining a contemporary and clean look at the front. The feature panels can be in

any of our standard finishes, meaning you can go as bold or as neutral as you like,
perfectly complementing your reception area.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

stave

sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222 7
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H Compact H1 H1-L

H1-R H2-L H2-R

H2 H2-RS H2-LS

share

Share is now new and improved! With a full width modesty panel and a glass privacy
screen, this is, without doubt, one of the most contemporary yet elegant reception
desks. With many standard Corian finishes to choose from, Share will undoubtedly be
remembered by anyone walking through your office door.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222
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With the increasing need to be connected to nature, it is not a surprise that Moss has
quickly become one of the most sought after reception desks in an office space.

Literally bringing the outside in, this collection unites comfort with satisfying
everyone’s desire for green and could help with the acoustics in your space.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

MB Compact MB1 MB1-L MB1-R

MB2-L MB2-R MB2

MC Compact MC1 MC1-L MC1-R

MC2-L MC2-R MC2

moss

sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222 9



invite

Invite takes inspiration from the sharp shape of diamonds, offering an elegant and
fresh look to any office reception space. Should you require bespoke features,
please get in touch and one of our team will be able to assist you.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

N Compact N1 N1-L

N1-R N2-L N2-R

N2 N2-RS N2-LS

10 sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222



KB Compact KB1 KB1-L KB1-R

KB2-L KB2-R KB2

KC Compact KC1 KC1-L KC1-R

KC2-L KC2-R KC2

Evoke recalls the clean lines and looks of traditional reception desks and highlights
these traits with modern finishes and details. With the option of lighting, this eye

catching piece plays it's centre stage role with pride.
E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

evoke

sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222 11



Xpression

Xpression’s ability to become the centre point of any office reception, makes it the
go-to desk for any company looking to inject some personality into their entrance
space.The main feature panel can be further personalised with the company’s logo
and with concealed LED lighting as standard, ensures that everyone who walks
through the door will remember it.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

XB Compact XB1 XB1-L XB1-R

XB2-L XB2-R XB2

XC Compact XC1 XC1-L XC1-R

XC2-L XC2-R XC2
12 sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222
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Depending on your vision for the interior, choose between a cozy melamine, or a luxurious veneer finish.
Various front and top combinations are also available. Using the same finish on the top, base and front will

create a solid and minimalistic reception unit. On the other hand, introducing a different-coloured top or
decorative inserts will allow you to subtly reveal the elegance of this reception unit.

FL-S
(Single) (Double)

FL-D

Floe draws attention with its exceptional aesthetic and elegance. Visitors coming to
your office will be given a solid greeting by this monolithic reception unit The strict
lines of the Floe reception unit create an impeccable shape, suitable for both fancy

and ascetic office interiors.

T. 01782 747222

floe

E. sales@bboss.co.uk
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aster

Aster is characterised by rigorous and elegant lines, which combine style and
functionality in a modular product. Aster develops with imposing volumes, which
furnish without being overbearing. The range features nice plexiglas inserts which
add a playful touch to these pieces of furniture.

E. sales@bboss.co.uk T. 01782 747222

AS Compact AS-C AS-R

12 sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222



Custom-made
reception furniture

Change to existing 
ranges
If you have have an interest
in an item of reception
furniture but require minor
modification in size, finish or
colour, please contact us
and we will look to initiate a
solution. Our aim is to make
sure that you can adapt our
office furniture to your space
as much as possible and
create the look you want.

Customer reception areas
usually require customised

solutions that can convey the
unique image of the company’s
brand.  For this we may ask you
to share your ideas, preliminary
drawings or images that inspire

you, if you have them. We can
then assess your request,

advise you and, if possible,
help you realise your idea. 

sales@bboss.co.uk 01782 747222 15



Bullock and Bosson Ltd
 

Douglas House, Oldmill Street, Fenton,
Stoke-on-Trent, ST4 2RP.
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